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About This Game

Fight for survival in a world overrun by zombies! Can you stay alive long enough to get your friends to a place of safety? Will
you keep your humanity intact or become a bl 5d3b920ae0
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Playing it barely took any time . It's over before it starts and at no point hard or surprising . There's a dlc soldier but i can't
imagine what you'd need him for. I didn't care about the charackters as well . I recommend playing Zombie Exodus instead .
Great well written game ,interesting charackters and long . Just hoped this here would be a good zombie textadventure as well .
Unfortunately no such luck .. It's okay, not for me though. i love text based games usually, but this one is kinda lackluster and
poorly written, the moment I decided to request a refund was when one of the characters mentioned following a
"zombipocalypse facebook page." It's like it doesn't even want to take itself seriously, idk. If you like simple text based games, it
might be worth the five dollars, I only played it for 10 minutes so maybe my opinion isn't all that valid here.. First, I really,
really like both text story games and zombies. So, I just KNEW I was going to like this game. Butu2026I just didnu2019t. I
spent an hour and a half for one playthrough, that I took my time doing, by the way, and I canu2019t remember anything about
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it. There were no interesting or unique things about it. I remember thinking that these characters were winey and the storyline
was SO typical. Like is this a story or a bunch of stereotypes throw together? It didnu2019t even have achievements. I also
remember that since I got the Delta Force Operator I wanted to use it (even in just my first playthrough), so as a female I chose
that as my profession and the game says something like u201coh youu2019re a delta operator? That means youu2019re actually
a dude right? Did you accidently click to play as a woman lol? So let me ask you again if you actually want to play as a guy
because women arenu2019t Bad A enough to actually be bosses.u201d Iu2019m not even kidding people. Then it gives this
u201coh you actually ARE a woman, oh well screw the rules. Weu2019ll LET you do it.u201d Iu2019m REALLY not kidding,
this isnu2019t exactly what was said, but itu2019s clear what they meant: If you are a Delta Operator, they expect you to be a
male because a woman canu2019t handle it in anything but a video game (I don't care if there are restrictions currently in place,
we should NOT reinforce this idea even in a game!). This should have been the refund point. But nope. I had to keep going to
see if it got better. It did not and I have no desire to play it again and see how it branched out. I paid for the game AND DLC
and now know why the only good review was from the guy who got it for free. I expected better from a u201cChoice ofu201d
Game.. Not a strong effort. Quality of writing is mediocre and it ends fairly quickly.
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